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ある 42/の基本⤫ィ㔞，性差を 7DEOH  に示し，
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った㸦)LJ 㸧。   
その結果，不Ᏻから 42/ へのࣃスಀ数は，
Sと不Ᏻは 42/ に対し ┤᥋的に
᭷意な㈇の影響を୚えていることがわかる。ま
た，自己ຠ力感から 42/ へのࣃスಀ数
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〇ክいࡠ '; ࢦ࣮ルデࣥレトࣜࣂ࣮を౑用した。 
 
㸦㸲㸧ࣅデ࢜࢝メラ 



















在する᮲௳の GRJ 群  ྡ㸦男性  ྡ，ዪ性 
ྡ㸧と介在しない᮲௳の DORQH 群  ྡ㸦男性

















































































































ᣦᶆを従ᒓ変数とした 群㸸GRJ 群，DORQH 群
時ᮇ㸸Ᏻ㟼ᮇ，ㄢ題ᮇ，ᅇ復ᮇ㸰要因の
ศᩓศᯒを行った。なお，⤫ィゎᯒࢯࣇト࢙࢘
࢔として 3$6: 6WDWLVWLFV  を౑用した。生
⌮ᣦᶆにおけるศᯒは，཰⦰ᮇ⾑ᅽ6%3，ᣑ
張ᮇ⾑ᅽ'%3，心ᢿ数+5のデ࣮タをศᯒ対









)LJ  実験のὶれ 





















ま た  ᭷ 意 な ஺ ஫ 作 用 も 認 め ら れ た
) S。そこで多重ẚ㍑を行
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て GRJ 群の᪉が，DORQH 群よりもపい್を示し
ていた。また，活気においては，ㄢ題ᮇにおい
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 Effects of a pet animal on psychological and physiological 
reactions 
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This study examined the effects which a pet animal gives to psychology and a 
physiological reaction through two studies.  
In the study 1, in order that the attachment to a pet animal might examine 
how it is acting mentally healthily, examination by structural equation modeling 
(SEM) was performed. As a result, the tendency which self-efficacy increases was 
shown as the love factor and the breeding factor became high. It becomes 
conversion of cautions that it is together with an animal while a relation with a 
pet animal is continued, uneasiness is canceled, confidence and self-efficacy arise 
in taking care of, and this can lead a regular life, and is considered by extension 
to be effective in the quality of life improving. 
In the study 2, it aimed at considering the influences which it has on the 
psychology and the physiological reaction by being placed between stress scenes 
by the artificial pet animal using the experimental method. Analysis of variance 
of two factors was conducted about the physiology index and the mental index. As 
a result, SBP of the task term was significantly lower than the alone group. 
Existence of a friendly animal and the contact to it bring about sense of security 
and a sense of relief, and this is considered to have reduced excitement of the 
sympathetic nervous system. Moreover, "Tension-Anxiety" of the task term was 
significantly lower than the alone group. This is considered that people turn 
cautions to an animal, see, touch, and the effect to mind and body out of the 
process in which it addresses, such as conversion of cautions, evocation of feeling, 
and a fall of strain, arises. 
 
Key Words: social support, animal assisted therapy (AAT), stress buffering effect 
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